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‘Changing’ diversity across Diversity League 
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‘Changing’ diversity: DLT Chamber samples
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Diversity across DLT Firms and Chambers

 Encouraging that more of this year’s top Firms reported proportions

of LGB employees that are close to estimates of LGB individuals in

population as a whole (between 5% and 7%).

 This year’s top ranked firm has 5.8% of its staff reporting that they

have some form of disability.

 Estimate: as many as 1 in 5 of working age in GB have a disability.

 Women make up only 12% of QCs in Chambers and 27% of 

Partners in Firms; whilst only 6% of QCs are from an ethnic minority 

background and 8% of Partners (Bar and Law Society stats).



Diversity across DLT Firms and Chambers

 Black Lawyers & Barristers make up only 0.5% of Partners & 1% of
QCs.

 25% of all Asian private practice solicitors in Firms are Partners.

 23% of African-Caribbean private practice solicitors are Partners.

 35% of White European private practice solicitors are Partners.

 London/non-London variations

 DLT Firms with London head offices: 19% of Equity Partners are 
women compared to 24% outside London (similar across levels of 
practice). 

 DLT Firms with London head offices: 6% of Equity Partners are from 
EM background compared to 5% outside London (similar across 
levels of practice). 



Diversity across levels of practice in Chambers
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Diversity across levels of practice in Firms
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Driving Diversity

 There are Economic and Social trends working to increase

representation.

 Business Case as Driver: losing investment in human capital, locking

out part of the ability distribution, tapping into markets etc.

 Just let economic and business drivers do their work? As the charts

show, there has been little significant improvement.

 Legislation and regulation: Baroness Hale seems to approve use of

a ‘tie-breaker’. Candidates from less well represented groups

favoured when candidates cannot be differentiated by ability.

 Recent OECD Global Forum, reflected growing call for quotas.



Effective use of Diversity Data 

 Collection/collation of diversity statistics is starting point (more detailed
analysis needed – e.g. where/why does the pipeline leak?)

 Create benchmarks (SRA tool) – given regional and/or graduate statistics.

 Create tangible/hard targets/objectives from the stats, and build into
corporate, as well as E&D strategies, of regulatory bodies.

 Develop practical steps to realize objectives (lots of ‘what’ but still little
‘why’ and ‘how’).

 Business Case often made (inv. In HK, client diversity, etc.)

 Moral case for representation made in the report

 Consider why Firms and Chambers would take notice, if assessed against
targets (transparency, incentives and publicity) – SRA insist on compliance.

 Transparent road map to increased diversity.

 Leading by example is important – lots of ‘empty shells’. ‘Flags’ of
credibility from regulatory bodies tasked with increasing diversity


